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time or incentive to make them and rely instead on their ayompari in the
interior to supply them. However, “acculturated” Campa often continue
making native articles. For example, Campa in the Nevati and San Pablo
regions still weave many cushmas. There are also interior traditional Campa
who claim they can’t make cushmas, or that the arrows in another area are

really better than local products. It appears to this observer that at least
some of this regional specialization is artificial, and is maintained as an excuse
for trade which brings its own rewards.

Aside from the obvious advantages of obtaining metal tools without
the disruption to traditional life styles caused by patron labor, the ayompari
system offers two other perhaps equally important advantages; entertain
ment and peace. Trading expeditions are exciting and enjoyable events. They
occur mostly during the dry season (June to October) because the rugged
trails into the interior are barely passable during the rains. Usually two or
three closely related men travel together. They live off the land as they travel
and visit with other Campa along the way. Trips are often lengthy-I met one
group of traders from Amaqueria who were returning from Katsinkari where
they had gone for cushmas. They were gone nearly three weeks and had
traveled some 250 kilometers on foot.

 One of the most important aspects of the ayompari system is that it
makes travel within the Campa area possible. In the recent past constant
warfare and raiding between small local groups lead by powerful warrior-
chiefs was common, and is not unknown today. Outsiders are still greeted

with great, often justified, suspicion; and any non-kinsman is a potential
enemy. Strangers are always asked who they are and what their business is.
The ayompari system gives strangers a legitimate non-kin, non-enemy iden
tity and the term ayompari is frequently used as a safe greeting when total
strangers meet, in order to ease what might otherwise be a very tense situation.
A deferred exchange gives one an excuse to return the following year and

eventually to establish an ally in hostile territory. As Sahlins (1965: 177)
points out, trade indebtedness may be a social good because it guarantees
future contact.

The ayompari system with its deferred exchanges strongly resembles the
patron system which developed with the rubber boom in the late nineteenth
century. In the patron system Indians accept goods from White settlers or
traders and promise to pay with labor or goods in the future. For the most

Part the Campa are scrupulously honest with their patrons and rarely fail to
deliver what is demanded of them. The resemblance between one’s patron and

one’s ayompari is only superficial however. A patron is always treated with
deference and respect, while one’s ayompari is supposed to be argued with.
The fact that niompari “my trading partner” is sometimes translated as“my
Patron” indicates that the Campa are clearly aware of the similarities between
the two relationships.


